The Material World
Quentin Cooper

Quentin Cooper : Why have humans evolved such big brains? We'll be attempting to answer that in a moment.But it seems safe to say that without such comprehensive cognitive skills we wouldn't be able to make or appreciate the arts,and by the arts I mean everything from the ephemera of radio and ice sculpture to lasting cinema classics such as the recently re-released May Vest comedy "I'm no acute angle" from 1932.
Now this is the scene where a stranger played by Lawrence Logic interrupts May's attempts to drown her sorrows.

(sung) "I've found myself a new kind of man (sing it honey),he's mine to have and hold"

Bartender : Okay lady what'll it be?
May :  I'm no lady - but what it will be is whisky,neat and until a little after I tell you to stop pouring.
Bartender : Whatever you say,lady.
Lawrence :  (sounding like Thunderbirds "Brains") Excuse me,I couldn't help notice the unusually high refractive index of the light striking your hair,the way the inherent elasticity of the material of your dress is pushed closed to its maximum,and how the natural biological protrusion of your.....
May : And...?
Lawrence :  ...and I wondered if I could buy you that beverage?
May :  Oh I see. Ain't you a smooth talker with some bumpy words? Sure, my tabs all yours. Here's lookin' at you kid.
Lawrence : Ah! Euclid! He's a particular favourite of mine too,although even Euclidean geometry can't map the kind of curves you've got.
May :  Hmmm-mmm ,mister, I like your style,mister. Is that an enlarged frontal lobe in your cranium,or are you just pleased to see me!

Quentin Cooper :  Ahh if only real life were like the made-up movies.Or maybe it it is,the latest thinking from evolutionary psychology and some new evidence from the behaviour of birds,is not only that big brains make us more attracted,but that the driving force behind the rapid increase in our brain size is the edge it gives us in terms of sexual choice.
Can it be that our cortex has at its core,sex? Our grey matter is really Whhaaaay matter,and our noggins are geared to snoggin' ?
There are also some rather more serious implications in terms of culture and morality,would this reduce them both to by-products of our brain's evolution as a machine for courtship?
Well,I'm joined by man behind this theory,Dr Geoffrey Miller,an Evolutionary Psychologist at the London School of Economics and author of "The Mating Mind" and also by Dr Joe Madden from Sheffield and Cambridge University Departments of Zoology,whose work on bower birds,seems to support Geoffrey's thinking.
[Yes they interest me too -LB]
Geoffrey Miller,as easy as it is to have fun with the mental images of bigger brains meaning better pulling power,
[Personally,I've never found that to be the case,which either means I don't have a big brain,or I am an exception to the rule! -LB]
it's hard to really appreciate the full extent of what you're saying. Are you actually trying to bundle up all the things that really make humans humans in terms of the aesthetic and altruistic,and say "actually it can all be explained by our sexual competition"?

Geoffrey Miller : I think the pressures for courtship can explain a lot of the more showy aspects of human behaviour - not all of human behaviour - not everything our minds do. We have depth perception and colour perception,for example,and I think those have very little to do with courtship.

[No those are explained in terms of being able to survive in a 3D environment that radiates EM waves -LB]
But I think lot of aspects of language for example - entertaining conversation,poetic turns of phrase,the big vocabulary that was being used in the May West film,story telling and gossip,these are crucial in flirtation and dating,and I also think a lot of aspects of art and music and other aspects of creativity 
[Where would we be without the love song and sonnets,not to mention the nude? -LB] 
are very much used by young adults when they meet other young adults when they meet other young adults and are trying to show off and be impressive.

Quentin Cooper : So this would cover everything up to the latest text messaging,because you're doing something funky and fancy and you hope your other mate can't do it quite as well as you can?

Geoffrey Miller : Yeah absolutely,text messaging and Email for example are just the most recent technological amplifications of human courtship if you will.

Quentin  Cooper : But is the idea then we..that in order to make our text message or our chainsaw juggling or whatever it is a bit better than the other person's,we therefore evolve more elaborate strategies and these more elaborate strategies require bigger brains,and that is why our brains get bigger?

Geoffrey Miller : Absolutely,this is something the pioneering computer scientist Alan Turing 
[Also responsible for AI and the algorithms that reproduce animal skin patterns and breaking the German ENIGMA code,his work being featured in Roger Penrose's ENM about human consciousness. Alan was also homosexual and one wonders whether that contributed to his capacities,being able to draw on both male and possibly female qualities -LB]

realised,for example,that the really big challenge in constructing any sort of complex mind whether it be a human mind or an artificial intelligence,is courtship,it's making somebody fall in love with you.It's all the kind's of cognition and creativity that you display to somebody else.
It's not necessarily solving the problems of survival,and the original Turing Test,that Turing invented for testing AI,is in fact a test of can you make a bit of software that's sufficiently compelling that somebody can fall in love with it.
[The answer to that is yes,because I am the positronic man and have been alive for some centuries and have had countless beaus! NOT! -LB]

Quentin Cooper : I thought it was more that you could have a conversation and be and not realise that they were a computer?

Geoffrey Miller : Exactly,but in the original Turing Test,it was a male judge,judging a bit of software that was pretending to be a female,and Turing explicitly said the software has to be able to make jokes,to describe the conscious experience of eating strawberries,to make somebody fall in love with it,to create sonnets and so forth. So these are all the typical sorts of courtshippy things that people do.

Quentin Cooper : Are you saying that these come about as side issues - our brains have got bigger,therefore were able to do these things,therefore some these behaviours get more elaborate as we develop our own evolutionary niches,or are they directly leading us towards - whether we're aware of it or not - towards the goal of improving our mate selection?

Geoffrey Miller : I think the core abilities of language,art and music,are really there because of sexual selection directly,so that's their proper biological function if you will.
A lot of the other things that we can do,a lot of the creative things that the human cortex is capable of such as mathematics or inventing superstring theory are obviously not direct results of selection for courtship,but they're sort of by-products.

[Not necessarily,mathematics makes sense in terms of evolutionary survival by mapping or modelling nature,in doing so one is able to more accurately predict,say the weather,avalanches,falling comets or asteroids or "Acts of God" and thus improve one's survival chances. It's difficult to see how Fermat's Last Theorem might fit into that,but maths does have the propensity for aiding prediction of an uncertain future and man fears the unknown.Maths makes the future less unknown - LB]

Quentin Cooper : Or maybe where it's gone wrong? It's gone horribly wrong and we end up with superstring theory rather than a girlfriend?

[That sounds preferable to me...maybe it went wrong making ever more complex courtship displays? Superstring theory is less tiring on the spirit and easier to understand than a woman! -LB]
Geoffrey Miller : Exactly!

Quentin Cooper : Joe Madden,we're going to get onto how the bower bird's behaviour ties in with this thinking,but I think first you'd better say what a bower bird is?

Joe Madden : Right yeah,rather disturbingly, bower birds are actually very small and often very,very dull birds found in Australia and New Guinea. The thing that sets them apart and makes them fascinating is the behaviour of the males.
The males themselves will build a structure and decorate it and females will fly around,they'll come down and they'll visit these structures, they'll assess them,and some males that apparently build better structures will apparently get more of the females,they'll get copulations at the bowers,and then they will be successful through that.

[Gangs of young males also act en masse during their apprenticeship of bower building and steal make communal bowers before developing their own unique style...rather like teenage boys finding their way in the sexual world by hanging around with peers to pick up tips,or impress as a gang -LB]

Quentin Cooper : Right,we have to be careful about anthropomorphising here don't we,and projecting things onto the bird "It's assessing it", we do know that is what they are doing?

Joe Madden : Right,what.....there have been some very nice experiments carried out by Gerald Borgia from America,and he's shown that there are certain aspects of the bower,numbers of particular decorations,how well it appears to humans - even subjectively. You can look at a bower and say "Hey,that looks good quality" and
apparently the females will agree with this,birds building bowers that humans perceive to be of high quality will receive more matings.

Quentin Cooper : Birds that humans perceive to be of higher quality.

[No Quent,the bowers not the birds - LB]

Now these bowers we need to stress,I presume they're not functional,they're not shelters,they're not nests?

Joe Madden : No,this is very important. The first Western explorers that saw these bowers actually thought that they were built by the local people,by the aborigines. Some of the forms that they can take can look like huts,they're big enough for small humans to crawl inside,and the species that I'm actually working on builds and avenue type bower,which is two parallel walls of sticks and grass,about 40cm long by 30 cm high. It'll decorate that with around about 1000 decorations,again in my species it's a large number of snail shells,broken glass,bits of metal,and fruit,particularly green berries.

Quentin Cooper : It's interesting you say "my species does this" I mean I don't mean in the possessive sense,but clearly there are rules within each bower,so they might use...the materials they use and the forms they use,that doesn't sound like art to me.

Joe Madden : Certainly,each species has got a very distinctive structure that it'll build.There are two distinct types. There's maypoles which are tall saplings which are decorated with a load of objects and secondly the avenues which are as they sound,two parallel walls,again decorated with objects.
Within a species the general pattern of the bower is very similar between the individuals,but there is variation. Young birds particularly it seems build very,very poor quality bowers. For example,in my species a poor quality bower would be maybe no walls,maybe just a few objects on a cleared area,right up to again,as I said a thousand decorations and some really quite beautiful walls that the males will actually paint with a mixture of their saliva on the inside of the walls.

Quentin Cooper : Geoffrey I hesitate to say this but is a poorly made bower the kind of clumsy equivalent of "What's a nice girl like you doing in a place like this?",it's a poor pass?

Geoffrey Miller : I think absolutely. If when you see these dramatic variations between individuals and how well they can do something,that's often the hallmark of sexual selection. When every member of a species can do something more or less just as well as anybody else,then it's often a result of natural selection,but where you see these conspicuous differences,where you say,"God,he..you know that guy's such a loser,he's totally incapable of building a decent bower," whereas "Ohhh pwhoarr,you know that one's really terrific" and those differences are apparent to both to the human observers and the female bower birds then you've got something for sexual selection to really work on there.

Quentin Cooper : But there's something different there,because with the bower birds it's ritualised,with humans we may be participating in this ritual but we're not aware of it,we don't know that if we do a better painting or hey a more interesting radio programme,it will increase our chances!

Geoffrey Miller :  Of course the bower birds don't know this either,and for sexual selection to operate you don't have to have any conscious awareness at all that the function of what you're doing is to attract mates. So male humans grow beards for example,and we don't explicitly think,2Oh yes if I grow a big beard that will be a symbol of being a mature male of our species and that in turn will trap pheromones around my face and that will attract females",but we don't have to know that,evolution does the work of constructing the beard for us and it grows automatically,and most of these behaviours just fire off and do their work without us having any conscious awareness of it.

Quentin Cooper : Course if it attracts crumbs round your face,that can put the female off and you can be back where you started!
Joe how do you know that this is all correlated with the brain size of these birds?

Joe Madden : Right, as I was saying I am working on a particular species,looking at it on a load of videos and in the field it seemed to me that it had a phenomenally large head. I'd read some of Geoffrey's work and thought to myself "Well I wonder if there is any relationship between brain size and the complexity of the behaviour that they carry out?". We know that in several other bird species there's a relationship between brain region size and complexity of their song for example or their food caching behaviour. I wanted to look and see if there was any relation with what appears to be a sexual display,so I didn't kill a lot of bower birds ...

Quentin Cooper :  Glad to hear it! That would lower your sexual mating chances I should think if it were.

Joe Madden :  ...I think it would yeah! I went to the Natural History Museum at Tring where they have a fantastic collection of bird skins and they very kindly allowed me to borrow around about 100 bower bird skins from about 10 different species. I then wrote to a large number of dentists in Tring saying "excuse me,could I use your X-ray machines?" and one of them was very generous and possibly stupid enough to contact me back,saying "Yes" and she was a fantastic help,Dr Victoria Pollander...

Quentin Cooper :  Worth a plug I feel!

Joe Madden :  ....I think so.

[So he plugged the dentist - I see - LB]

So we collected these specimens we took them and X-rayed their skulls and were able to measure the brain cavity volume.I then corrected for the size of the bird,obviously you don't want to compare a sparrow with an eagle. I then asked 3 independent observers who'd never actually seen any bowers,but I showed them pictures of bowers and asked them to rank how complex they thought these bowers were. They all actually agreed fortunately in their ranking. I then drew a relationship between the relative brain size of the species and the complexity of its bower and found that there was a strong positive relationship between those two.

Quentin Cooper : Ahh right,so just to be clear about this,I've just grasped this - You're not talking about a bigger brained bower bird within the species,you're comparing species to species of bower birds?

Joe Madden : Yes at the moment. I think to look within a species..a single species,you would need to kill birds and that's not really my area. So no we're looking across species here. Obviously there are potential confounding factors,like I said there's no point comparing a sparrow with an eagle,their lifestyle maybe different,but we know that bower birds have very different lifestyles,they're all woodland or forest frubivores,so we can control for that. You can also control for how evolutionarily related they are,and I managed to do that. So you know I think that the relationship that we're finding between these is real.

Quentin Cooper : Geoffrey so taking on from Joe here,yes if you compare a human to a chimpanzee we've got bigger brains and yes indeed we do have more artistic elaborate behaviour.
[That's why it's false to conclude that humans are superior to chimps - one is comparing apples with oranges - and they're not the only fruits -LB]
But the problem comes doesn't it when you actually try and compare human to human?

Geoffrey Miller : It is very difficult and I think you would have to sacrifice birds potentially or have some really good brain imaging equipment. It used to be thought for example that there was no relationship between brain size and intelligence in humans,but that no longer appears to be the case. Now people are finding about a 40%  positive correlation between brain size and intelligence. So it looks like that holds up within humans and I'm very much looking forward to Joe's research to see if it also holds up within bower birds.

Quentin Cooper :  Okay I'm afraid that's all we've got time for,I could have talked about that a lot longer. Drs Geoffrey Miller and Joe Madden thanks. I'm not sure how it rates as an evolutionary strategy but if you'd like to find out more about that,then go to our website www.bbc.co.uk/radio4 and that's all fro this week's Material World.

